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Abstract

The restaurant industry is a very competitive one, everyone wants to be ahead of
the others, but how? online reviews is the answer, they have abundant information
from various people who visit these restaurants frequently comparing the services
and giving out their opinions. So a method of identifying the comparative sentences
using the restaurant names was used. A single line graph network was used to check
for the direction and number of the comparisons for each restaurant. The market
structure could be easily determined and visualized by this single line graph. The
importance values were calculated based on the sentiment scores present in each
restaurant, from which the focal restaurant could be easily identified using the
cluster analysis. Also, this gives us the top restaurants in the market. Managers of
the restaurants will get to know the direct and indirect competition from the other
restaurants. They can keep an eye on the competitors and devise their course of
action to be ahead of them.

1 Introduction

The players in every industry wants to be competitive and would like to be ahead of
their competitors. Back in the days they used to get information about their competitors
through surveys, newspapers and articles(Gao et al.; 2018). Nowadays, due to the ad-
vancement in technologies, like the invention of smart phones and smart devices, people
are just a button click away from accessing the social media. Internet(Social media,
Blogs, Forums) has become the mainstream communication channel these days. People
discuss about the products or any of the services they have purchased or used. They tend
to compare and contrast about the experiences they had and give their opinions about
them.

Restaurant industry is not any different from the other industries. People who visit
these establishments often write about their experiences in restaurant websites, their
personal blogs or any third party websites such as trip-advisor, yelp etc in the form of
reviews. However, these reviews will be in plain text and one cannot go through all of
their opinions as it is time consuming. Also, if people want to compare and contrast
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between the restaurants then they have to keep on reading the reviews on a particular
restaurant page which is out of scope. If a framework is developed that can identify the
comparative reviews and portray which is a good restaurant would be helpful for the
people to make better choices. Also, the manager of the restaurants can also have an eye
on where their restaurant stands in the market, whether the users have a good opinion
on them or not. Whom are they comparing us with, these types of questions can be
answered.

We can at least find 10 percent of the total reviews that are comparative(Jindal and
Liu; 2006a). So in this paper I am exploiting these type of reviews to find ”How the
restaurants serving Indian cuisine in Dublin are placed in the market and who
are their competitors, using comparative opinion mining”.

Previous studies on the comparative opinions were conducted between two products,
to find which product is better than the other. A multidimensional approach on com-
paring the restaurants based on the aspects were done recently(Gao et al.; 2018) but
major works were done on the Chinese reviews and they have described that the Chinese
language had more comparative words which is good for analysis. Most of the multi-
dimensional analysis on the reviews were only on Chinese language, so in this paper
extending the research to English language and instead of using the aspects, I am gen-
eralizing the analysis by using the keywords or restaurant names in the reviews to find
that there is some comparison happening i.e. if there is a mention of the restaurant name
other than itself, then there is some comparison in the review.

The data was scraped from trip-advisor and the restaurant names were used as
keywords to identify the comparative reviews and the sentiment scores were calculated
accordingly. Later they were represented as a network using graph analysis, the weight
of the edges were calculated and were also used to calculate the importance of the nodes.
Nodes were clustered according to their importance values. Section 2 explains about the
previous works on comparative opinion mining, sentiment analysis and market structure
analysis. Section 3 explains the methodologies used to carry out the analysis. Section 4 is
about the implementation of the methods in R studio. Section 5 gives out the evaluation.
Section 6 is all about the future work and conclusions of the research.

2 Related Work

This section is structured into three subsections. Identifying comparative opinions in
subsection 2.1, Sentiment analysis in subsection 2.2 and Market structure analysis in
subsection 2.3

2.1 Identifying Comparative Opinions

The first work on comparative sentences were done by(Jindal and Liu; 2006a) where they
proposed the framework to identify comparative sentences. They have claimed that the
earlier researchers were done only on the sentence constructs taking semantics and syntax
into considerations. The authors also have proposed many methodologies in identifying
the comparative sentences like POS tagging a sentences and extracting the sentences
having tags superlative adjective/JJS, comparative/JJR/, comparative adverb/RBR and
superlative adverb/RBS as they are the comparative adjectives and adverbs in a sen-
tence. Using keywords to find the comparisons, they made a list of keywords that were
manually identified in a comparative sentence and they were used to distinguish between



the sentences. Other methods were the manual rules and the class sequential rules(CSR)
with the multiple minimum support and using these with the combination of Naive Bayes
and SVM machine learning techniques to classify as comparative and non comparative
sentences.

After identifying the comparative sentences they have also discussed about how to
mine these sentences from documents or blogs(Jindal and Liu; 2006b). Comparative
sentences can be generally classified as gradable and non gradable comparatives. Both
of them can be classified as follows, the first three are gradable and the last one is non
gradable(Jindal and Liu; 2006b):-

1. Non-Equal gradable:- Whenever we find the comparison words such as ”greater” or
”lesser than” they are non equal gradable

2. Equative:- Where there is a comparison made equally on some features, using the
word ”equal”

3. Superlative:- These type of comparison contains the word ”best”, ranking it to the
top of all the others

4. Non Gradable:- Where there is no clear distinction between the features in sentence
or rather confusing sentence constructs ”Pen X and Pen Y are different in many
ways

Let us consider an ex:- ”The food in Restaurant A is better than Restaurant B”. Com-
parative relation is extracted as (relationWord, feature, entity 1, entity 2), so if we extract
the relation from example sentence, it ca be written as (better, food, Restaurant A, Res-
taurant B). Also a ’type’ was added later to distinguish between the gradable and non
gradable comparatives.

Class sequential rules(CSR) and Label sequential rules(LSR) were used for identi-
fying the gradable comparatives, Class sequential rules work like the pattern matching
algorithms that was proposed by (Agrawal et al.; 1994). Label sequential rules was by
using the wild cards to match the pattern with some predefines wild card like ’R*’ that
matches anything with this pattern will be returned. The minsupport and minconfidence
is altered to get the best results. Overall, the LSR with keywords gave the best precession
out of all the other methods used.

There was a shortcoming in the research by(Jindal and Liu; 2006b). They did not
specify which entity to choose i.e. the entity that was preferred by the author. It was
handled well in a research done by (Ganapathibhotla and Liu; 2008). They achieved the
above problem by categorizing the comparative words found in the sentences as opinion-
ated comparatives and context dependent comparative opinions. the comparative words
were also categorized as increasing comparatives(’more’,’longer’ etc) and decreasing com-
paratives(’lesser’,’fewer’ etc), this was helpful in finding the entities preferred. Coming
back to the opinionated comparatives, it’s easy to find the entities if they had words
like ’better’,’worse’ etc. Words like ’more’,’most’,’less’ and ’least’ can be handled by the
categorized groups of increasing and decreasing comparatives.

For the context dependent comparatives it is very much necessary to have the domain
knowledge because there will be comparison like ”The Scooter A gives more mileage per
gallon than Scooter B”. We need the domain knowledge of the words like ’mileage’,’gallon’
etc to decode. These kind of the issues were effectively handled using the logarithmic
functions to extract the preferred entities.



Xu et al stated that a sentence can contain multiple comparisons(Xu et al.; 2011)
unlike the previous studies made by(Jindal and Liu; 2006a)(Ganapathibhotla and Liu;
2008). They used two level conditional random fields with a unfixed interdependencies
for mining th comparative relations. A comparative relation was defined and denoted
using the expression R(E1, E2, A, S). Where ’E1’ is the first entity, ’E2’ is the second
entity, ’A’ is the attribute, ’S’ is the sentiment word and ’R’ gives us the direction of
comparison being made. The directions are >(better), <(worse), =(equal) and ∼ (no
direction)

If we consider the example sentences, the relations can be written as follows:-

• ”Restaurant A has better food than Restaurant B”
> (Restaurant A, Restaurant B, food, better)

• ”Compared to Restaurant A, Restaurant B has good service”
< (Restaurant A, Restaurant B, service, good)

• ”Restaurant A and Restaurant B are both in good locations”
∼ (Restaurant A, Restaurant B, location, good)

The sentences can have multiple comparisons and they can be written as follows:-

• ”Restaurant A has better food than Restaurant B and Restaurant C”
r1: > (Restaurant A, Restaurant B, food, better)
r2: > (Restaurant A, Restaurant C, food, better)

• ”Restaurant A has good environment but higher price than Restaurant B”
r1: > (Restaurant A, Restaurant B, environment, good)
r2: < (Restaurant A, Restaurant B, price, high)

Graphical methods were used to evaluate the results. Two way graphs were used with
unfixed interdependencies. Also, they have compared SVM, custom random fields with,
without dependencies and evaluated results.

Another method was proposed by (Tkachenko and Lauw; 2014) where the comparative
relations were mined at the sentence and entity levels. Instead of finding the comparative
words they used products names in the dictionary list to find the comparative relations,
this was called the Named Entity Recognition(NER). A CompareGem model was also
introduced, the algorithm takes Gibbs sampling into consideration. It was the best choice
to handle the uncertainties that is found in the text by using the probabilistic approach.
As it would consider entity and sentence it was call a ’joint model’. And it is generative
as it could handle both supervised and unsupervised learning. Also, the CompareGem
model gives the best results for the sentence level comparative sentences(Tkachenko and
Lauw; 2014)

All the earlier studies like (Jindal and Liu; 2006a)(Ganapathibhotla and Liu; 2008)
were concentrated on the comparative predicates, the words near to the products that
express comparative relation. CSR’s were used to mine the comparative relation, they
need the comparative predicates and they had windowing effect, very limited to catch
the long range dependencies. So a new method was introduced call the skip node kernel
method. It is a tree structure method and works on exact computations or any approx-
imate computations. There were many other tree structure methods like the sub tree,
partial tree and sub set tree. But they had shortcomings and ambiguity in calculating
the similarity values so skip node was proposed(Tkachenko and Lauw; 2015)



A review was conducted on all the research and methodologies that were carried out
on comparative mining by (Varathan et al.; 2017). The clear distinction between the
techniques were made as, ’Machine learning’, ’Rule mining’ and ’Natural Language Pro-
cessing’. There is a statement made in this paper saying that all the previous researches
on comparative mining were on products . Nothing was done on restaurants, bus services
and political figures(Varathan et al.; 2017)

A recent study was done on comparative relation mining on Chinese reviews to check
the competitiveness between two restaurants. The Chinese sentence constructs are differ-
ent and contain many comparative adjectives(Wang et al.; 2017). So between two restaur-
ants 7 aspects such as ’quantity of dishes’,’ease of reservation’,’service’,’environment’,’price’
and ’taste’ were taken into account and the restaurants were compared based on these
factors. This research was extended to 50 restaurants that serve Schezwan cuisine to find
the competitors among them using the single line, dichotomic and multi line graph ana-
lysis to check for the focal restaurant which is sets standard for all the other restaurants
in the market(Gao et al.; 2018).

2.2 Sentiment Analysis

Opinion mining or sentiment analysis is nothing but users feeling mentioned in the form of
text as positive, negative or neutral. It was done on the extracted features of a particular
products ex:- Digital camera, the ’lens’ and ’size’ are some of its features. The positive,
negative and neutral scores were extracted from the reviews to get the user sentiment
towards the product(Hu and Liu; 2004). This was developed into a package ’sentimentr’ in
’R’ programming to calculate the sentiment scores of the sentences in reviews, the scores
ranged between -1 to +1. Until recently an extension of this was proposed by(Jockers;
2018) in that he has mentioned if any adversative conjunctions(’although’,’even though’
etc) appear near the polarized words, then the scores can we altered and can take the
values more than the specified range of -1 or +1.There is a detailed explanation on this in
a github page 1. Also, the sentiment analysis can be done on many levels like document,
sentence and word level(Wang and Wang; 2014). It depends on the research to choose
which type of analysis is suitable to find the perfect solution.In their related word they
have explained about the authors that have worked on document, sentence and word
levels.

Another research was done lately where the reviews from tourism industry were con-
sidered and they were given the polarity scores and classified using the Naive Bayes
and decision trees(Songpan; 2017). They have evaluated and visualized the positive and
negative words used in constructing the sentences.

2.3 Market Structure Analysis

Previous studies on the market structure and competitor analysis was done on the re-
source similarity and market commonality(Chen; 1996).In which he had defined ”The
degree of presence that a competitor manifests in the markets it overlaps with the focal
firm” and ”The extent to which a given competitor possess strategic endowments compar-
able, in terms of both type and amount to those of the focal firms”

Resource and market structure based frameworks were used to identify the competit-
ors, manager of the firms will always focus on the focal firms but they don’t know that

1https://github.com/mjockers/syuzhet



there is a possibility of getting competition from unexpected quarters(Peteraf and Ber-
gen; 2003). Many complex ways of identifying the competitors and the market structure
were discussed in (Wu and Olk; 2014)(Peng and Liang; 2016). they have used several
survey models to get the results on the market structure. There are no other works on
the market structure based on the comparative opinions.

3 Methodology

The methodology that is proposed in this paper is the knowledge discovery in data-
base(KDD) because the data used for the research is unstructured data in the form of
reviews(Fayyad et al.; 1996). Machine learning techniques are very useful for the ana-
lysis, there are two types of the machine learning techniques called the supervised and
unsupervised learning. In my research unsupervised technique is used for clustering the
nodes according to their importance values. Figure 1 will be a representation of the KDD
process and Figure 2 is the implementation of KDD process.

Figure 1: KDD process (Fayyad et al.; 1996)

3.1 Data selection, crawling and storing

Shortlisting the data for analysis was a difficult task as the research question was finding
the market structure of the restaurants that serve Indian cuisine in Dublin. After going
through a lot of websites the data from TripAdvisor was chosen.Using the filters, restaur-
ants serving Indian cuisine in Dublin were considered. A web crawler was developed using
the ’rvest’ package in R programming to extract the reviews and stored them as data
frames by the restaurant names. A total of 80 restaurants were found, but only reviews
from 76 restaurants were extracted. the other 4 did not have any reviews written. The
restaurants are renamed as P1, P2....P76.



Figure 2: Implementation of KDD process



3.2 Data Pre-processing

For the analysis only review columns were required, only they were selected and stored
as vectors. These were later put into a list. Not much cleaning was required as all the
reviews were in order and high quality. The restaurant names were used as the keywords,
if a restaurant name is mentioned in any of the reviews there is a high possibility of
comparison. This method was used instead of the POStagging and extracting reviews
that have comparative adjectives and comparative adverbs. It was used to handle the
words such as ’although’,’in spite of’ etc are some of the example words used in sentence
structure for comparing which will be missed in POStagging. So, in this research if a
restaurant name is mentioned in a review it is perceived as a comparative sentence.

The reviews of each restaurant that was stored in a list was converted into a corpus of
documents. After that the cleaning of text was done by removing punctuation, converting
to lowercase, n-grams were used to split the sentences into keywords (Damashek; 1995)
and the document term matrix was used to filter out the reviews that have the restaurant
names(Mouthami et al.; 2013). Once again the same process was repeated at a sentence
level, only the sentences having restaurant names were retained. At the end stop words
were removed and reviews were ready for transformation.

3.3 Data Transformation

The sentiment scores of the sentences are computed, scores can be positive or negative.
Now we have the data set having three columns, restaurant names in the first column,
the restaurant that are mentioned in the reviews and sentiment score of the sentence(Hu
and Liu; 2004). As mentioned in the related work, scores can be from -1 to +1 and these
are altered in the presence of conjunctions(Jockers; 2018).

After this to build the network sentiment polarity scores are aggregated between the
two nodes to find out which is the strongest node out of the two nodes. Lets consider
two nodes P1 and P2, equation (1) is used to aggregate the scores between nodes P1 and
P2(Gao et al.; 2018).

n(i)∑
i=1

Scorei (1)

Where
n(i) = number of pairs
Scorei = comparative result of ith pair

If the score is > than 0 then the line is drawn from P1 −→P2. if it is < 0 then the
line is drawn from P2 −→ P1. if it is ’0’ then they are just connected by a line with no
direction(Wang et al.; 2017). Then weight of the line is determined by equation (2)(Gao
et al.; 2018)(Wang et al.; 2017).

WeightP1P2 =
1

n(i)
[
n(i)∑
i=1

{Scorei}P1P2 ] (2)

Where
n(i) = number of pairs
{Scorei}P1P2 = ith comparative result between P1 and P2

Finally the importance values of each node is calculated using the equation (3)(Gao



et al.; 2018).
CD(ni) = [

∑
j

xninj
]/(N − 1) ∗ [N+

ni
/N−

ni
] (3)

Where
N = number of the nodes
xninj

(xnjni
) = compassion between two nodes ni, nj

xninj
= xnjni

= 0 , There is no direct relation between the two nodes
xninj

= xnjni
= 1, There is definitely a relation between the two nodes

[
∑

j xninj
] = Total amount of all the direct relations

N+
ni

= +ve comparison pairs in node ni

N−
ni

= -ve comparison pairs in node ni

3.4 Data Mining

After all the transformation we will be left with the nodes and their importance values.
Using the unsupervised machine learning we can check how the nodes are placed in the
clusters. For the purpose of clustering I am using the K-means clustering technique that
was proposed by(Hartigan and Wong; 1979). To check the ideal number of the clusters
many values will be given to ’k’ and plotting these k values in a graph we can know the
ideal value of ’k’using the elbow method (Thorndike; 1953). Accordingly those number
of clusters are considered for further evaluation.

3.5 Visualization, Interpretation and Evaluation

For the visualization I need to draw a network between the nodes based on the aggreg-
ated scores discussed in the data transformation section ans this can be achieved by the
methods mentioned in(Wang and Wang; 2014) (Wang et al.; 2017)(Gao et al.; 2018).
Nodes are connected in a network to visualize the relations that are leaving and enter-
ing them. After the importance value are calculated using equation(3), the nodes with
higher importance values are considered for a high level analysis. The node with highest
importance value is the focal restaurant(Gao et al.; 2018).

A concept of geo desic distance is explained in (Wang and Wang; 2014), it can be
defined as ”Geo desic distance is the shortest path from other nodes to the target node
according to the link between two nodes”(Gao et al.; 2018). Once the focal restaurant is
found, there is a direct competition between restaurants if geo desic distance is ’1’, if it is
’2’ then there is no direct competition but there is some competition. If its ’3’ and more
than it, then it’s difficult to say there is competition(Varathan et al.; 2017)

4 Implementation

In the methodology section all the methods that were used from extraction to analysis
are explained. In this section there will be a brief explanation on how it was done.

4.1 Crawling for reviews

A web crawler was developed using the ’rvest’ package in R programming to extract all
the reviews from restaurants serving Indian cuisine in Dublin from TripAdvisor. The



URL of each restaurant was given as input to the crawler to extract the reviews. Like
this, reviews from the 76 restaurants were extracted and stored as a data frame. The
data set consists of 4 columns ’reviewer id’, ’quote’, ’review’ and ’rating’. Rows vary
from restaurant to restaurant, while if take the data set as a whole it has 7824 rows. Few
of the restaurants had two branches like ’bombay pantry fairview’ and ’bombay pantry
rathgar’, they were merged as one for this analysis. One of the restaurant name was
’Pickle’, so when used as a keyword it used to return the sentences containing dish and
restaurant names. To deal with this problem, the sentences that were containing ’Pickle’
as dish name were identified and deleted manually.

4.2 Identifying the comparative reviews

Only the column that had reviews was extracted from each hotels data frame and named
as P1,P2 . . . P76. Later they were stored into a list. Keywords for each restaurant
is identified and stored into a dictionary. Restaurants name with single word are much
easier, as we take their names directly. The restaurant names having two or more number
of words is difficult to identify as people tent to use only the first word in their names
ex: ”Meghna Tandoori” is mentioned as only Meghna. To tackle this a list of names as
keywords were made and they as also called Named Entity Recognition(NER)(Tkachenko
and Lauw; 2014), when dealing with the product names, here our product names are our
restaurant names. So these are identified and stored as a dictionaries according to their
number of words. All the single words in one, two in another and so on until all the
combination are done.

4.3 Text mining

All the reviews are now converted into corpus and using the text mining(tm) package in
R programming. Then the punctuations are removed and the text is converted to lower
case for the uniformity. Using 1-gram for the first time the words are tokenized, document
term matrix is used with the dictionary that contain the single words as the keywords
to filter out the reviews those have the names of restaurants. There is a high possibility
that the user while giving the opinions they mention the same restaurants name in the
reviews. ex: ”Ananda ha good food” under the restaurant ’Ananda’ itself, to exclude
these kind of the reviews a function was developed to remove the common terms and the
frequency is set. The above steps were repeated again with 2-grams, 3-grams, 4-grams
with their respective dictionary list. Only the reviews that contain the restaurants were
filtered out and kept.

The reviews were too long so it was split into sentences and using the same process
of document term matrix with the dictionary list only the sentences with the restaurants
names mentioned were retained.

4.4 Sentiment Polarity

The sentiment polarity score of each sentence is calculated by removing the stop words
and using the’ sentimentr’ package in R programming. Finally the data set is represented
as a tuple of 3 P1,P6, 0.25. P1 is the restaurant, P2 is the restaurant mentioned in the
review and 0.25 is the sentiment score of the sentence. In table 1 an example is provided.



Restaurant Restaurant Compared Sentiment
P1 P6 0.250217297
P5 P6 0.000000000
P7 P9 0.000000000
P7 P9 0.1296362
P7 P62 0.5185450
P7 P9 0.4776679

Table 1: First 6 rows are shown from the dataset having sentiment scores

If the score is > 0 according to the equation (1) a line is drawn from P1 to P2 , if it
is < 0, then the line will be from P2 to P1. if it’s = 0 then, they are just connected by a
line with no direction

The sentiment scores are aggregated according to the equation (2) to get weight of
the edges i.e. all the scores that exists between two nodes are taken and the average score
is computed. In table 2 an example is provided.

Restaurant Restaurant Compared Avg Sentiment
P1 P6 0.250217297
P5 P6 0.000000000
P7 P20 0.125819890
P7 P27 0.558214286
P7 P33 0.053300179
P7 P54 0.023333333

Table 2: First 5 rows are shown from the dataset of grouped sentiment scores

Importance values are calculated using the equation (3). The nodes having both the
positive and negative values are selected as per the equation and computed. In table 3
the restaurant and their importance vales can be seen.

Restaurant Importance
P9 8.567373998
P14 0.446277340
P16 1.481457624
P37 0.169418437
P55 0.761590076
P60 0.053097407
P68 0.099062691
P70 -0.009502622
P73 1.383832664
P74 0.125847571
P6 2.287161138

Table 3: Restaurants and their importance values



4.5 Clustering

After the computation of importance values, they are clustered using the unsupervised
machine learning algorithm ’K-means’. To find out how the restaurants are dividend
among the clusters, ’elbow’ method is used to find out the optimum number of the
clusters.

5 Evaluation

The evidence for steps in implementation and hypothesis is provided in this section.
Graph analysis is done to show how the network is connected, clustering show how the
restaurants are placed in the clusters. Restaurant with the highest value is taken as the
focal restaurant and the nodes directly connected is again visualized in the graph.

5.1 Market structure using single line graph

Only for 45 out of 76 restaurants serving Indian cuisine had comparative opinions avail-
able. The nodes are connected in a network using the directions given by the equation(1)
and the values are from the table (1), they can be seen in figure 3. The lines with arrows
pointing towards other nodes means that it is preferred over the other restaurants. Lines
with the arrows pointing towards a node means that the other restaurant is preferred
over the current one.

Figure 3: Single line graph of 45 nodes



5.2 Cluster Analysis using K-means

Out of the 45 nodes that had comparative opinions, only 11 of them have their importance
values according to equation(3). The values in table 3 are clustered. To get the ideal
number of the clusters elbow method was used and the ideal value of ’k’ from the graph
is ’3’, it can be seen in figure 4.

Figure 4: Elbow method graph

So the ’k’ value is computed as ’3’, which results in 3 clusters. The visualization of
clusters can be seen in figure 5.

So the first cluster has only one restaurant ’P9’, with the highest importance value
therefore it is regarded as the focal restaurant. Second cluster has seven restaurants,
with ’P55’ being the representative. Third cluster has 3 restaurants with ’P6’ being the
representative.

5.3 Competitors respective to nodes

Any node can be considered to check for it’s competitors, I am using the focal node ’P9’
to check for its competitors. Nodes that are connected directly to the ’P9’ are direct
competitors i.e the geo desic distance is ’1’, the nodes that are placed in the geo desic
distance of ’2’ are the indirect competitors or it can be described as the there is some
competition. Figure 6 shows the representation of ’P9’ competitors

5.4 Discussion

From the reviews, only that had comparison were considered. Unstructured data was
converted to have three columns, restaurant, the restaurant that is mentioned in the
reviews and sentiment score of the sentence where restaurant name is mentioned. The



Figure 5: Cluster Analysis

Figure 6: ’P9’ and its competitors in the market



number of lines that are leaving the nodes represent that it is preferred over the others
that it is entering into. Lines coming from the other nodes state that they are preferred
over the one entering. Like this we can analyze the entire network of restaurants that are
serving the Indian cuisine in Dublin.

The importance values as the name, it gives us how often it was used to compare with
other restaurants. To calculate this value the node or restaurant should have both positive
and negative sentiment scores. Higher the importance values, then they were often used
for comparison. ’P9’ has the highest value of ’8.56’ and that is a single restaurant in a
cluster 1, it has outnumbered all others in the market. Next best importance value is
of the node ’P6’ with ’2.28’, the cluster 3 which it came from had three nodes and it is
representative of the cluster 3. Cluster 2 has 7 nodes and ’P55’ is its representative with
value of ’0.76’.

The importance value of the ’P9’ is higher than the others because of the strong
sentiment scores of the sentences. ’P9’ is the focal restaurant in the market and it’s
immediate competitors are the restaurants or nodes marked yellow in the figure 6, they
are ’P6’,’P16’,P20’ and P46’. There is an indirect competition from the nodes that are
marked in green, they are ’P14’,’P15’,’P29’, ’P60’ and ’P74’.

The data set was small around 8000 rows and all the available reviews were extracted,
some had 20 and some 500. As the restaurant started their operation in different time
period, considering the time range between the reviews extraction will give better results.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The research in this paper was all about the market structure analysis and the competitor
of the restaurants using comparative opinions in the reviews. Using networks built, now
the manager will know which of the restaurants are giving direct and indirect competition
to his restaurant. He can follow up on these restaurant’s services and improve themselves.

Customers will get to know the top rated restaurant, which one’s to visit first and
so on make the subsequent visits. Only the keywords or restaurants names were used to
identify the comparative opinion i.e. if a restaurants name is present in the review, it
means they are comparing something in it. Improving on these keywords should be made
for better results, also a second round of filtering should be done using the POS tagging
looking for the tags containing comparative adjectives so we can find the comparative
reviews using classification.

In this research the restaurants having branches were considered as single restaurant
by combining their reviews, further work needs to be done on distinguishing them. Quotes
and ratings of the comparative sentences can also be used for the analysis, Quotes can
be used as for text mining or the ratings for classification.

This can also be extended to any cuisine in the market, popular one to try on is the
Irish cafe’s serving breakfast in Dublin as there are many of them available in TripAdvisor
with abundant reviews. Not only restaurants this text mining methodology can be exten-
ded to numbers other domains where multiple products are compared.The coding done
on this needed manual runs by changing the values to pre-process the data, automation
of this process can be taken under future work
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